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SPACES 
IN A previous paper[5], we employed techniques and maps from algebraic geometry to provide 
homotopy equivalences between localized classifying spaces of complex reductive algebraic 
groups. We now apply these methods to prove a general theorem asserting the existence of a 
map between localizations of homogeneous spaces of two such groups (of not necessarily equal 
rank) naturally determined by a homomorphism of the ‘associated algebraic groups reduced 
modulo p’. Moreover, localization can be avoided in a range of dimensions depending on the 
prime p. 
Our underlying philosophy is that a map of complex algebraic varieties ‘reduced modulo p’ 
in many cases determines a map of prime-to-p completions of the underlying topological spaces 
of the varieties. Special arguments can sometimes be applied to analyze the rational homotopy 
of such complex varieties in order to pass from prime-to-p completions to localizations away 
from p. Two key ingredients that enable us to apply this philosophy to homogeneous spaces are 
the simple nature of the rational homotopy type of homogeneous spaces of reductive complex 
algebraic groups and the representation of homogeneous spaces via the bar construction as 
simplicial algebraic varieties which are algebraic groups in each dimension. 
The applications we provide arise from the frobenius (self-) maps of an arbirtary reductive 
algebraic group in every characteristic and from the exceptional isogeny in characteristic 2
relating the odd orthogonal groups to the symplectic groups. Specific examples abound: for 
example, we obtain a natural homotopy equivalence between the localized real Stiefel manifold 
( VZn+,.tk)llZ and the localized quaternionic Stiefel manifold (X.,),,,. 
The paper is structured as follows. §I contains various general theorems, stating without 
proof our main theorem (Theorem 1.3). 92 presents applications based on the exceptional 
isogenies used in [5]. The proof of Theorem 1.3 is given in 03, dependent upon a key uniqueness 
theorem for rational maps of homogeneous spaces provided in the appendix. 
Our work has benefited from valuable discussions with many, but special thanks are due to 
Daniel S. Kahn and Wilberd van der Kallen. Furthermore, we thank Cambridge University for 
its hospitality to us during the formative stage of this paper. 
81. GENERAL THEOREMS 
We begin with the following generalization of Theorem 1.6 of [51 to arbitrary homomor- 
phisms f: GF + G: of algebraic groups from the special case where f is an exceptional isogeny. 
We omit the proof, since the proof given in [5] applies essentially verbatim. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let f: GF + G: be a map of reductive algebraic groups over rhe algebraic 
closure F of the prime field F,, let fi: T F + T; be the restriction off to maximal tori of GF and 
G;, and let cp,: T+ T’ be the associated map of maximal tori of G = G=(C) and G’ = G;(C) (the 
associated complex algebraic groups). Then an embedding of the Witt vectors of F into C 
determines a map of localizations 
@c: (EC),,, *(EC’),,, 
such that the following diagram is homotopy commutative. 
BT Bo, BT’ 
J 4 
(BG),,, - *, (BG&. 
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Using the elementary structure of the homotopy type of (BG), for primes p not dividing the 
order of the Weyl group of the complex, reductive algebraic group G, we obtain the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 1.2. (same notation as in Theorem 1.1) If the prime p does not divide the order of 
either the Weyl group of G or the Weyl group of G’, then there exists a map 
with (&)llp = 0~. 
Proof. If p does not divide the order of the Weyl group W of G. then a cohomological 
calculation verifies that (BG), is homotopy equivalent to (Xl W),, the Bousfield-Km lo- 
calization at p of the orbit space of a free action of W on a space X homotopy equivalent to 
BT (cf. [ 141). Since the lifting of f,: TF + T; to the map cp,: T + T’ is “admissible” (i.e., for any 
w E W, there exists w’ E W’ such that cp, 0 )1’ = H” 0 q,), as shown in [I] c,c, determines a map a,,: 
(BG), +(BG’), provided that p does not divide the order of either W or W’. Since 
H*(BG, Q)-, H*(ST, Q) is injective, @z, @T;: H*(BG’, Q)+ H*(BG, Q) are restrictions of 
(k+)*: H*(BT’, Q)-+H*(BT, Q) and are thereby equal. Since the rational homotopy type of 
BG’ is a product of K(Q, n)‘s, the equality @$ = @$ implies the compatibility (@V)O = (Q,), 
necessary to obtain OG. 
The following is our main result concerning the existence of maps between localized 
homogeneous spaces. We defer the proof until 43. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let G and G’ be complex reductive algebraic groups with associated Checalley 
integral group schemes GZ and G; respecticely. Let Hz C Gz and HiC GA be closed subgroup 
schemes reductive over Spec 2. For any prime p. a homomorphism of algebraic groups f: 
GF + G; defined over the algebraic closure F of F,, and restricting to f I: HF + H; together with 
a choice of embedding of the Witt vectors of F into C determine a homotopy class of maps 
a: (G/H),,, *(G’/H’h,, 
where ( ),,p denotes localization away from p. 
Moreover, if Q,,: (BH),,, +(BH’),,, and aG: (BG)II, + (BG’),,, are determined by f 1 and f 
as well as the same embedding of the Witt vectors of F into C, then the following diagram of 
rational homotopy types is a homotopy class of maps of fibre triples (Definition A.2): 
(GIH)o+(BH)dBGh 
J (@j. J (Q& J (Q&l (1.3.1) 
(G’/H’)~+(BH’)o+(BG’)o. 
Finally, if f and f 1 are purely inseparable isogenies, then @ is a homotopy equivalence. 
Using Corollary 1.2 and the uniqueness property given in Proposition A.6, we conclude the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let the notation and hypotheses be as in Theorem 1.3. If p does not divide the 
order of the Weyl groups of either G or G’, then there exists a map 
6,: GIH + G’IH’ 
. - 
with (@h/p = a. 
Proof. Since the order of the Weyl group of H (respectively, H’) divides the order of the 
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Weyl group of G (resp., G’), Corollary 1.2 implies the existence of maps @,: (BH), +(BH’), 
and Q,: (EC),, +(BG’),. Moreover, as constructed in the proof of Corollary 1.2, these maps can 
be chosen to fit in a homotopy commutative square 
(Bf-0” *. - (BH’), 
J 4 (1.4.1) 
(BG), O” - (BG’),. 
Let 0,: (G/H), +(G’/H’), be any map of fibres induced by (1.4. I). 
By Theorem 1.3, ((@)O, (Q,),, (QGk,) is a homotopy class of maps of fibre triples, whereas 
((@,)O, (@,k,, (@,b) is a homotopy class of of maps of fibre triples by construction. Since 
(@H)O = (@p)O: (BH)a+(BH’)o and (@G)O = (@,)O: (BG),,+(BG’),,, Proposition A.6 implies that 
(Q)0 = (a,)“: (GIH)o-*(G’/H’)o. Thus, (Q, 0,) determines 6: G/H + G’IH’. 
52. EXCEPTIONAL HOMOTOPY EQUIVALENCES 
We recall that any compact, connected, real analytic Lie group is the compact form of a 
complex reductive algebraic group (e.g., SO., U,, and Sp, are the compact forms of SO.(C), 
CL.(C), and Sp,.(C) respectively). Moreover, a closed connected, algebraic subgroup of a 
complex reductive algebraic group is a semi-direct product of its Levi subgroup which is again 
reductive and its unipotent radical which is contractible. Thus, Theorem 1.3 applies to all the usual 
homogeneous spaces. 
The most plentiful source of examples for Theorem 1.3 and Corollary I.4 consists of 
‘reductions modulo p’ of irreducible, complex, rational representations of complex reductive 
algebraic groups. When the modular representation is reducible, a map of reductive algebraic 
groups defined over the algebraic closure of F, is determined which does not correspond to a 
homomorphism of complex algebraic groups. Theorem 1.3 then applies to provide new maps of 
homogeneous spaces. The reader should consult[l] for specific examples of such phenomena. 
We provide no such examples in this paper. Instead, we continue to exploit the exceptional 
isogenies studied in [5]. Our first theorem exhibits families of examples of Theorem 1.3 arising 
from the frobenius map in each characteristic. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a complex reductive algebraic group with associated Chevalley group 
scheme Gz, let Hz C Gz be a closed subgroup scheme reductive over Spec Z, and let H C G be 
the associated complex algebraic subgroup. For any prime p. there exists a homotopy 
equivalence 9”: (G/H),,,, *(G/H),,,, naturally determined once an embedding into C of the Witt 
vectors of the algebraic closure F of F, is chosen, such that H’(G/H, Q) admits a basis of 
eigenvectors of (V)* with eigenvalues pd. with d z i/2. 
Moreover, if p does not divide the order of the Weyl group of G, then there exists a map p: 
G/H + G/H with (@),,, = Y’. 
Proof. For a given prime p, the Frobenius map f”: G, + GF is defined via the F-linear map 
of associated affine algebras F[x,, . . . , x,]/(g,, . . . , gk)+F[x,. . . . , x,]/(g,, . . . ,gk) defined by 
sending each xi to xip. So defined, f” restricts to a self-map of any closed subvariety of GF 
defined over F,; in particular, f” restricts to f”]: HF + HF. Thus, Theorem 1.3 applies to 
determine the map V’: (G/H),,, *(G/H),,,. 
Since f” and f”] are purely inseparable isogenies, YJ” is a homotopy equivalence. Moreover, 
Corollary 1.4 implies the existence of @“: G/H + G/H with (G”),,, = V provided that p does 
not divide the order of the Weyl group of G. H’(G, 0) admits a basis of eigenvectors for 
(NGp)* with eigenvalues pk with k > j/2 and (qHP)* = pi: H”(BH, Q)+ H*‘(BH, Q), where 
9,” and (Ir”“ are determined by f” and f”] and the embedding of the Witt vectors (151, Theorem 
2.4). Using the identification of H*(G/H, Q) with Tor ,.,,,&Q, H*(BH, QN provided in 171, we 
conclude that H’(G/H, Q) is spanned by eigenvectors for (V)* with eigenvalues pd, with 
d 2 i/2. 
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Example 2.2. Let X be the flag manifold of real (respectively, complex; resp.. quaternionic) 
flagsof type n,<n2<** . < nL < n in real (resp., complex: resp., quaternionic) n-space. Then X 
is homotopy equivalent to SO,(C)/SO.,(C) x SO n2_n ,(C) x . . . x SO,-,,(C) (resp., 
GL,(C)/GL,,(C) x . . . x GL.-.,(C); resp., Sp2.(C)/Sp,,,(C) x * * * x SP~,-~,,(C’)), so that 
Theorem 2.1 applies. Therefore, for every prime p there exists a homotopy equivalence 
such that H’(X, Q) is spanned by eigenvectors for (V’)* with eigenvalues a power of p. 
Moreover, if X is either a complex or a quaternionic flag manifold, (V)*: H’(X, Q)+ H’(X, Q) 
is multiplication by p”‘. Furthermore, if p > 2, n/2 (resp., p 2 n; resp., p > 2, n), then there 
exists a map @‘: X+X with (\IIp)I,P = V. 
More generally, if H c G is as in Theorem 2.1 and is of maximal rank, then H*(BEf, Q)+ 
If*(G/EZ, Q) is onto (cf. [3]) so that 9”: (GIH)I,,+(GIH)I,, satisfies the condition that 
(V)*: H’(G/H, Q)+H’(G/H,Q) is multiplication by pi”. 
In the remainder of this section, we employ the exceptional isogeny in characteristic 2
relating the orthogonal and symplectic groups: 
f: So*“+l.F + SPZ”.F 
where F denotes the algebraic closure of F2[5]. If SO 2n+l.F is represented as the closed 
algebraic subgroup of GLt,+,.F which preserves the quadratic form q(X) = 
Xi”,, (X2i-IX2i)+X:i+l, and if Spzn..= is represented as the closed algebraic subgroup of GLz,,.F 
which preserves the symplectic bilinear form b(X, Y) = I$=‘,, (X,,_, YZi - XZiYZi_,), then f is 
determined by associating to the quadratic space (F@‘“+‘, 4) the symplectic space 
(F@*“+‘/F. e2”+,, q). We have previously shown that f induces a homotopy equivalence of 
localized classifying spaces 
0: (BS02”+,)l,z~(BSPn)l,2 
depending as usual on a choice of embedding of the Witt vectors of F into C (cf. [5]). We now 
apply Theorem 1.3 to maps of homogeneous spaces induced by j to relate orthogonal and 
symplectic homogeneous spaces. 
The following theorem is a sharpening of a result of B. Harris stating that P*(( VZn+l.Zk)I~Z) is 
isomorphic to ~r,((x..,J,,,) (cf. [S]). We remind the reader of the following notational con- 
ventions for Stiefel manifolds: the real (respectively, complex; resp., quaternionic) Stiefel 
manifold of real (resp., complex; resp., quaternionic) k-frames in real (resp. complex; resp., 
quaternionic) n-space is denoted V,.k (resp., W..k; resp., X..k). However, if k = n, then we shall 
always use V,,.. to denote SO, (oriented real n-frames in real n-space). 
THEOREM 2.3. For positive integers k I n, there exists a natural homotopy equivalence 
@,.t: (V*“+l.Zk)l,t-,(X”.k)l,Z 
depending only upon a choice of embedding into the complex numbers of the Witt vectors of the 
algebraic closure F of the prime field F,, where ( ),,* denotes localization away from 2. 
Proof. f: SOZn+l.F + SP*“.~ restricts to f]: SOz.-4+,.~ + Sp2n_2k.F because the association 
(P*“+‘, q)+(F@Z”+‘/F~ez,+I, cl) restricts to (F{err,+,, . . . , ez,+J, s])+ 
(F{ezl+,, . . . , ez,+$F . ezncI, 4 I). Moreover, f and f] are purely inseparable isogenies. Theorem 
1.3 therefore provides the homotopy equivalence 
Since SO.(C) (resp., S&C)) has compact form SO. (resp., Sp,) @(Cl naturally determines the 
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desired homotopy equivalence 
Since a great deal of work has been done by I. M. James (e.g., 191) and others (e.g.. [12]) 
investigating the existence of a section for the projection u..~.~: X..k-+X..,, the naturality of @..k 
in Theorem 2.3 provides information concerning the existence of a section for localizations of 
the projection &n+,.ZL.t: VZn+l.2k + VZn+l.2. We give the following immediate corollary of 
Theorem 2.3 as a sample application. 
COROLLARY 2.4. For any prime p, the projection 
admits a section if and only if the projection 
admits a section. 
We remind the reader that an isotropic flag of type n, < nz< * * . < nk of a vector space V 
provided with a bilinear form is a sequence of subspaces 0 5 V, s VI s . . . S V, 5 V with the 
dimension of Vi equal to ni such that the bilinear form restricted to each Vi is trivial. We 
further recall that a quaternionic vector space viewed as a complex vector space of twice the 
dimension has a natural non-singular, skew-symmetric bilinear form given by 
b((q,, .. . , 4.1, (41,. . . , 4:)) = Im (4,q1+ * . . + (1.43 
where Im (q = z, + jzz) = zz and 4 = I, - jz2 
THEOREM 2.5. Let VZ’+dn,,... , n,) denote the manifold of isotropic complex flags of type 
n,<nz<.. . < nt of a complex vector space V of dimension 2n + 1 provided with a non- 
singular, symmetric bilinear form. Let Xmi”‘(n I, . . . , n,) be the flag manifold of isotropic 
complex flags of type n, < nz < - . . < nl, of quatemionic n-space. There exists a homotopy 
equivalence 
Proof. We readily verify that V?I+,(n,, . . . , nk) may be identified with SOZ.+,.Z(C)/PZ(C), 
where Pz is a parabolic subgroup scheme of SO Zn+l.Z whose Levi subgroup scheme is 
Hz = GL.,,z x . - . x GL.,.z x S02n_2nr+,.Z; similarly, X”““(n,, . . . , nk) may be identified with 
Sp.&C)/P&(C), where Pi is a parabolic subgroup scheme of SP~,.~ whose Levi subgroup 
scheme is Hi= GL,,.Z x . . . x CL.,,= x Sp2n_2k.Z. As argued in the proof of Theorem 2.3, the 
purely inseparable isogeny f: S02,+,.F + SP*“.~ restricts to fl: HF + Hk (also a purely in- 
separable isogeny), where F is the algebraic closure of F2. Therefore, Theorem 1.3 applies to 
provide a homotopy equivalence between (SO~,+,.Z(C)/HZ(C)),,, and (SPZ,,.Z(C)/H~C)),,,, 
which determines @ as required. 
$3. ETALE HOMOTOPY AND HOMOGENEOUS SPACES 
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1.3. Roughly speaking, we employ the etale 
homotopy theory to obtain a map of prime-to-p completions of homogeneous spaces from a 
map of their ‘reduction modulo p’. We utilize Theorem 1.1 to obtain a map of rational 
homotopy types, uniquely determined by Propostion A.6 of the appendix. This uniqueness 
readily provides the compatibility between the maps of completions and rational homotopy 
types required to obtain a map of localizations away from p. 
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The existence and behavior of quotients of group schemes defined over bases which are not 
Artin local rings is a difficult subject. In order to avoid quotients of groups schemes, we 
represent a homogeneous space of a complex, reductive algebraic group as a simplicial space 
via the bar construction. We then compare such a simplicial space to the rigid etale homotopy 
type of the simplicial algebraic variety obtained by ‘reducing module p’ the simplicial space. 
Since we shall employ the bar construction for both schemes and topological spaces, we 
provide a general definition to establish terminology. We refer to reader to [lo] for a more 
thorough dicussion of this bar construction and the more general double bar construction. 
Definition 3.1. Let %’ be a category with finite products and a final object, let H be a monoid 
object of V, and let T x H + T be an action of H on an object T of V. Then B( T, H) denotes 
the simplicial object of % defined as follows: 
B(T, H). = T x H”“, with pr,: B(T, H). + T and pri: B(T, H). + H for 15 i 5 n; 
d,: B(T, H),+B(T, H).-, equals (pr,, . . . , ~l;-~, PC . prt+~,. . . ,pm) 
for 0 5 i d n, and d, = (pro,. . . , pm-,); 
si: B(T, H). +B(T, H),+I equals (pro,. . . , pri, 1s. . . , Pm). 
If T is the final object of %, then B(T, H) is denoted B(H). 
In particular, if G is a suitably nice topological group, then the geometric realization of the 
projection B(G, G)-, B(G), (B(G, G))-, EG, is a universal principal bundle for the group G [ 111. If 
Gs is a group scheme over a scheme S, then B(Gs, Gs) is isomorphic to the simplicial scheme 
W{Gs} and B(Gs) equals w{Gs} in the notation of [6]. 
The following lemma verifies the contractibility of B(G, G) (use H = {e}) and enables us to 
replace B(H)+B(G) by the simplicial bundle B(G, G x H)+B(G). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let % be u category withfiniteproducts, disjoint sums, and a final object. Let G be a 
group object of%‘, and let H C G bea subgroup object. Let G begicen the structureof a G x Hobject 
via the action p,,(pr,-I, pr,,, pr,): G x (G x H) --* G x G x H + G. Then the projection n: B(G, G X 
H)-, B(H) is left inverse to the inclusion 1 x A: B(H)-+ B(G, G x H) and there exists a simplicial 
homotopy K: B(G, G x H) x A(l]-+ B(G, G x H) relating idBCC.GxH) to (I x A) 0 T. 
Proof. We write (B(G,GxH)xA[l].= n G”“+‘xH”“x{a}. For U= 
nEa[ll. 
(0 ,..., 0, I )..., 1) with k + 1 O’s, 1~ k + 1 I n, we define K,: G”“” X H”” X {u}+ Gxn+’ X H”” 
to equal 
prdw, . . . , Pr*.(~p~~‘pr”~~pr.+,),pr.+*+2,...,pr~.;pr”+,.....pr~“) so that 
Km(x, g,, . . . , g.; h,, . . . , h.; a) = (x, g,, . . . , g,‘, gk-’ . * * g,-‘xh, * . . h+t, h+zr . . . t k; hi,. . .v hnh 
The reader is invited to check that K so defined is indeed a well defined homotopy between 
idBCG.GxH, and i Q 7~. 
We observe that the following diagram is Cartesian: 
B(G, H) + B(G, G) 
L L 
B(H)+B(G). 
Thus, if G is a topological group with closed subgroup H, then B(G, H)-+B(H) is the 
homotopy fibre of B(H)-, B(G) and thereby homotopy equivalent to G/H + B(H). In fact, the 
natural map B(G, H)+G/H is a homotopy equivalence (cf. 1101). 
We recall the rigid etale homotopy type functor ( ),,c (pted lot. noeth. s. schemes)+(pted 
pro bi-s. sets) which associates to a pointed simplicial scheme which is locally noetherian in 
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each dimension a pro-object of pointed bi-simplicial sets (Definition 3.3 of [6]). We similarly 
define the functor ( )rlh: (pted s. top. spaces)+(pted pro bi-s. sets) on the category of pointed 
simplicial topological spaces in strict analogy with ( )le,, substituting the site of local homeomor- 
phisms of a topological space for the site of etale opens of a scheme. For any simplicial 
complex algebraic variety X, the “classical comparison map” consists of natural maps of 
pointed pro simplicial sets 
N(X),., + A((X)+J + A((X),,,.r,,,) + A(Sing. (X)) (3.3) 
where A((X),S,r,h,) associates to a rigid local homeomorphism covering U + X the simplicial 
set given in dimension k by Horn ,,OPsprCer)(A[k], (K)“‘), where ( ukjxk is the k-fold fibre product of 
U, with itself over xk (cf. [2], sec. 12). The left arrow of (3.3) induces a weak equivalence of 
profinite completions and the other two arrows are homotopy equivalences. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If Hz --, Gz is a closed immersion of reductive group schemes over Spec(Z), 
then there is a commutative diagram 
A(B(Gw, Hw),.J+ A(B(Gw, Gw x Hw),,) - 
/ ; ~A(~(H~~~~s.,~,~~)~G~ 
(3.4.1) 
A(B(G, H)A(s..~I~ +A(B(Gc, Gc x Hc)ats..4- 
1 1 J A(SingiB(H)TGr’r’h’) 
A(Sing.(B(G, H))) --) A(Sing.(B(G, G x H))) - A(Sing.(B(G))) 
determined by a choice of embedding W+ C of the Witt vectors of the algebraic closure F of a 
prime field F, into C, where G = Gz(C) and H = Hz(C). Moreover, the left slanting arrows 
IX‘% 
(defined via B(H), = H”” - G X (G X H)x” = B(G, G X HM are homotopy equivalences and 
the composition of the horizontal arrows in any row is thepoint map. Furthermore, theprime-to-p 
completion of any vertical arrow is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. The commutativity of (3.4.1) follows from the commutativity of the following 
diagram of simplicial schemes induced by the base change maps for W + F and W-, C: 
B(Gc, Hc)-,B(G,GcxHc)- B(Gc). 
(3.4.2) 
the naturality of ( jrCtr and the naturality of the maps of (3.3). 
In [6], simplicial homotopies between maps of simpiicial schemes were shown to induce 
homotopic maps upon application of ( )rc,. Thus, Lemma 3.2 implies that the left slanting arrows 
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of (3.4.1) are homotopy equivalences, since they are right inverse to the projection maps 
B(G,. G, X H,)-, B(H*). The compositions of the horizontal arrows in the rows of (3.4.1) are 
point maps because the compositions of the horizontal arrows of the rows of (3.4.2) factor 
through B(GF, H,)-Spec (F), B(Gw. Hw)-*Spec (W). and B(Gc. Hc)+Spec (C). The fact that 
the prime-to-p completions of the vertical arrows of the right-middle and right columns are 
weak equivalences is also proved in [6]. Thus, the prime-to-p completions of the vertical arrows 
of the left-middle column are also weak equivalences. 
An argument similar to that used for the right columns (comparing spectral sequences in 
cohomology arising from the simplicial structure) shows that the vertical arrows of the left 
column determine isomorphisrls in cohomology with coefficients M, for any finite 
rI(B(Gw, H,))^ module M of order prime 10 p (where ( )* is prime-to-p completion). Since 
B(GR, HR), = GR x H, is connected for R = F, W. C. the map (HRkl-)B(GR, HR)rrc determines 
a surjection on fundamental groups. Thus. n-,( )* applied to the left column yields abelian 
groups, so that the prime-to-p completion of the vertical arrows of the left column are also 
weak equivalences. 
The careful reader will observe that in what follows we apply the Bousfield-Kan localization 
and completion functors to topological spaces as well as simplicial sets (we implicitly first apply 
the singular functor) and we refer to triples of simplicial sets as fibre triples (we implicitly 
consider the geometric realization of the triple). 
The following proposition summarizes what etale homotopy theory provides for homogeneous 
spaces. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let Gz, G: be reductice group schemes over Spec (Z), and let Hz C Gz, 
H; C G; be closed subgroup schemes also reductive oper Spec (Z). Let F be the algebraic 
closure of the prime field F,, and let W --* C be a choice of embedding of the Witt rectors of F 
into C. Let ( )^ denote the product of the Bousfield-Kan Zli completion functors for primes 
I# p and let holim( ) denote the Bousfield-Kan homotopy inverse limit functor[4]. A homomor- 
phism of algebraic groups defined over F, f: GF --, G;, which restricts to f (: HF + H;. naturally 
determines the following homotopy class of map of fibre triples (as defined in Definition A.2): 
(G/H)- +(BH)- +(BG)^ 
(;,,“l-I,jA (B;‘;. (BhT. 
(3.5.1.) 
+ , . + , 1 
where the horizontal arrows are obtained by applying ( )* to the fibre triples GIH + BH + BG, 
G’IH’+BH’+BG’; where (PHI and QG^ are the prime-to-p completio;s of the maps of 
Theorem 1.1 determined by f ( and f and the embedding W+ C; and where @ = 0-l o(f, f 1)-o@, 
with 0: (G/H)‘+holim (A(B(GF, HF)re,))* determined by the left column of (3.4.1) and the natural 
equivalence B(G, H) + GIH. 
Proof. If X = {Xi}je, +{ Yj}jc, = Y is a map in pro-(s.sets) defined by a functor G: J + I and 
a natural transformation X 0 G + Y, then holim( ) 0 ( )” induces a map holim 0 (X)^+holim 0 
(Y)^. Since the maps induced by maps of simplicial schemes via A 0 ( L are so determined by 
functors between indexing categories and natural transformations between them (cf. [6]), 
( )A = holim( )a( )* oAo( ),.l: (pted lot. noeth. s. schemes)-,(s. sets) is a well defined functor. 
Moreover, the maps of (3.3) are also determined by functors on indexing categories and natural 
transformations between them so that (3.4.1) determines a commutative diagram holim(3.4.1)^ of 
simplicial sets. 
We recall that holim( )o( )^ preserves fibrations with simply connected base, so that the 
bottom row of hoIim(3.4.1)^ is a fibre triple; thus. each of the rows of holim(3.4.1)^ is a fibre triple. 
By Lemma A.3, holim(3.4.I)* determines a homotopy class of maps of fibre triples 
(@,@,@c): ((G/H)^+(BH)^+(BG)^)+( );~,o(B(GF,HF)--+B(GF.GF~HF)+B(GF)) 
and an inverse map (a-‘, O-‘, @,-I). Furthermore, the maps f, f 1 determine a commutative diagram 
of pointed simplicial schemes 
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B(GF, &)+ E(GF. GF x HF)-,B(GF) 
J 1.11 J, f.f"fl 1' 
B(G;,H:)~B(G;,G;xH;)~B(G;) 
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Thus, ( he,* applied to (3.5.2) is a homotopy class of maps of fibre triples. 
We recall that @(; * is represented by 
e;! of- o oG: (BG)- -(B(GF)),,,-,(B(G;)),.,~(BG’)^. 
Thus, we have obtained a homotopy class of maps of libre triples (@^, 0-l 0 (f.fxf])* 0 6, 
@o-) of the form (3.5.1). To complete the proof of the proposition, we verify that QH* is 
homotopy equivalent to 
T o@-‘~(f,fxfl)* 00 oi:(@H)*-,(B(G,G X H))^~(E(GF,GFXHF))~:~-,(B(G;,G;;XH~)).:, 
+(B(G,G xH))^+(BH)^. 
This homotopy equivalence is implied by the commutativity of (3.4.1) and the fact that OH1 is 
represented by O$o (f])^ 0 0”. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Since G/H is finite dimensional, Sullivan’s localized arithmetic 
square in homotopy theory [ 131 implies that a homotopy class of maps 0: (G/H),,, --* (G'IH'),,, is 
equivalent to a pair of homotopy classes 
Q’: (G/H)*+(G’/H’)-, @o: (GIH),+(G'IH')o 
where ( )* is prime-to-p completion and ( ). is localization at 0. Let @* = 0-l 0 (f, f I)^ 0 0 be the 
map of Proposition 3.5 and let %: (GIH),+(G'/H')o be chosen to fit in a homotopy class of 
maps of fibre triples (%. (&),,, (@GM of the form (I .3. I). Then 
(@*)o, (%,)^: ((GlH)*)o+((G'/H')-)o 
fit in maps of fibre triples ((Q*),,, (OH *k,, (%^)J, ((@J*, ((@,H M”, ((@(;hd^) by Proposition 3.5. The 
existence of QH and Qc implies that (Q,, ^ ),, = ((QH),,)^ and (@G*)O = ((QC)“)*, so that Proposition 
A.6 implies the required compatibility (@^)0 = (%)^. 
If both f]: HF + H; and f: GF --f G; are purely inseparable isogenies, then OH: (BH),,, + 
(BH'),,, and @,: (BG),,, -+ (BG’) ,,p are homotopy equivalences by Theorem 1.1. Thus, QH *, 
cBG1 and (@H)0, (QG),, are homotopy equivalences, so that @^, Q0 and therefore @ are homotopy 
equivalences. 
APPE;YDIX: HOIIOTOPY CLASSES OF MAPS OF FIBRE TRIPLES 
We investigate the meaning and significance of a homotopy class of maps of fibre triples. 
Definition A.2 essentially requires representatives of homotopy classes of maps on fibres, total 
spaces, and bases which fit in a commutative diagram. A recognition criterion is provided in 
Proposition A.5 which yields a uniqueness assertion (Propostion A.6) crucial to the proof of 
Theorem 1.3 given in $3. 
We begin with the following example (constructed with a great deal of assistance from 
Daniel S. Kahn) which emphasizes the subtleties involved. Even though the rational homotopy 
of the triple (a, *, *) in this example can not be a homotopy class of maps of fibre triples by 
Proposition A.6, (a, *, *) does determine a map of long exact sequences in homotopy, a map of 
Serre spectral sequences in homology, and a homotopy class of maps of fibre triples (*, a, *). 
Example A.l. Let b: S’ x S’+ S’ be the composition of the degree 1 map S’ x S2+ S’ and 
the Hopf map S’+S’. Then b is trivial in both homology and homotopy, and the rational 
homotopy type of b is essential. Let a: S’ x S’*(Sz),,z be the composition of b and 
Z[ l/2]-localization S’-+ (S’),,,. Then a fits in the following homotopy commutative diagram 
whose top (respectively, bottom) row is determined by the inclusion of Lie groups *X S’ C 
S’ X 9 (resp., S’ C 9): 
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S’ x s’+ s’ x s’+ BS’ + B( s’ x S‘) 
1. 3-u l- L* 
1 * 
(S ),,2+(S ),,Z~(BS’),,2-*(BS’),,~. 
(Localization is necessary for the homotopy commutativity of the left hand square.) 
Definition A.2. A triple A L,X :B with p 0 i equal to a point map to a nondegenerate point 
of B is said to be a fibre triple if there exists a Hurewicz fibration P: E+ B with fibre F+ E 
and a map j: X --, E over id, which is a strong deformation retract such that the restriction of j, 
r: A * F, is a homotopy equivalence. Such a fibration F + E --*B is said to represent the fibre 
triple A +X --, B. 
A homotopy class of maps between fibre triples 
is a triple of homotopy classes of map Q: AI+A2, x: X,+X2, B: B,+ B, satisfying the 
following: there exist fibrations F, + E, --, B,, Fz * Ez+ B? (i.e., Ei + Bi is a Hurewicz fibration 
and fi is a fibre) representing ,A,+X,-, B,, A*+ X2+ B, and a commutative diagram of 
spaces 
with b representing p, with e 0 j, homotopic to j2 0 X, and with f 0 r, homotopic to r2 0 a (where 
ri: Ai -P E: is the restriction of ji: Xi + Ei for i = 1,2). 
We readily verify that a homotopy class of maps between fibre triples can be represented by 
a commutative diagram connecting any fibrations representing the fibre triples. Thus, fibre 
triples and homotopy classes of maps between fibre triples determine a category. Moreover, the 
naturality of the mapping path space construction implies that a commutative diagram 
whose rows are fibre triples determines a homotopy class of maps between these fibre triples. 
We omit the proof of the following useful, but elementary, lemma. 
LEMMA A.3. If (a,X,B): (A,+X,+B,)+(A2 +X2+ Bz) is a homotopy class of maps 
between fibre triples with Q, x, p homotopy equicalences, then (a-‘, x-‘, p-l): (A2+X2+ Bz)+ 
(AI-+X, +B,) is likewise a homotopy class of maps between fibre triples. 
We next recall the difference construction for two maps into a fibre of a fibration whose 
compositions into the total space are homotopic. 
LEMMA 4. Let F i*E GB be a fibration and let f, g: Z+ F be two maps with i 0 f homotopic 
to i 0 g. Let H: Z X I + E be any homotopy relating i 0 f, i 0 g; and let h: Z+RB be adjoint to 
7r 0 H. Then the composition 
p(h, f): Z-+RB x F+ F 
is homotopic to g, where p is defined to be the restriction to RB x F x {l} of any lifting T: 
RB x F x I --, E for the diagram 
fiBx Fx{O}LE 
I 
T . 
_A 
/ 
1 
n 
flBGxd+B 
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wilh t( w. f, t) = w(t). The map h: Z --, fIB is said to be the difference off and g associated to the 
homotopy H: Z x I --) E. 
Proof. Since P 0 H = t 0 (h, f, prz): Z x I + B, both H, T 0 (h, f, pr2) are liftings of ?r 0 H 
which restrict to f on Z x {O}. Thus, HjrlcI, and T 0 (h,f, prz)lzxcIr are related by a homotopy 
covering the constant homotopy Z X I + B. Since Hlzxr,, = i 0 g and since T 0 (/I, f, prz)lzxc,, = 
i 0 p 0 (h.f), we conclude that g is homotopic to P 0 (h,f). 
The following proposition provides some understanding of a homotopy class of maps of fibre 
triples. In order to eliminate the hypothesis that Bz be simply connected, we would have to 
specify the pointed homotopy type of /3: B, + B,. - 
PROPOSITION AS. Let (a, x, B): (A,+X,+B,)+(Az +X2 + Bz) be u homotopy cluss of maps 
of fibre triples with B2 simply connected, and let a’: A, + A2 satisfy the condition that i 0 a, 
i Q a’: A, + AZ+ X2 are homotopic. Then (a’, x, B) is a homotopy class of mups of fibre triples 
if and only if the following condition is satisfied: For every pair of fibrations F, + El + B,, 
F2+ E,+ Bz and every commutative diagram 
F,+E,-+B, 
5’ Je 5” (A.5.1) 
Fz+Ez-,Bz 
representing (a, ,y, p), there exists u representative g: F,+ F2 of a’ and a homotopy H: 
F, x I + E2 relating i 0 f, i 0 g whose associated difference map cp: F,-+fiB* fits in a com- 
mutative diagram 
(A.5.2) 
where fiB2+ B2 is the fibration of all loops in B2 with jibre RB2. 
Proof. We first assume that (A.5.2) is given, where cp: F,-,flBz is determined by H: 
F, x I+ E2 relating i 0 f, i 0 g for some g representing a’ and some f which fits in (A.5.1) 
representing (a, ,y, p). Let e’ be the restriction to E, x {I} of some lifting E, x I + Ez for 
E,x{O}c‘E* 
1 
/r / / 
/’ 1 
E,xI-B, 
where E, x I + Bz is adjoint to r,k E, +fiB2; let g’: F, + Fz be the restriction of e’. Since (g’, e’, 
b) determines a commutative diagram and since g’ is homotopic to g (by Lemma A.4), (a’, ,y, p) 
is a homotopy class of maps of tibre triples. 
Conversely, let g’, e’, b’ be representatives of a’, x, p chosen so that the following diagram 
commutes 
where F, + El + B,, Ft-, Ez --* Bz are arbitrary choices of fibrations representing A, +X, + Bz, 
Az-+Xz+Bz. Since Bz is simply connected, there exists a base point preserving homotopy K: 
B, x I + Br between b. b’. Let R: E, x I+ Ez be some lifting of K 0 (x, x id) with KIE,+(,) = e’ 
and let e” denote KIElxfO). Then K 0 i : F, x I -+ F2 is a homotopy between the restriction of e” to 
F, (which we denote g) and g’. Therefore, (g, e”, b) represents (a’, ,y, p). Let H: E, x I-, E2 
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be any homotopy relating e, e”; and let cp: F,+R&, I& E, +A& be the adjoints of ?T~oHI~,~,, 
7~~ 0 If. Then (cp, $, 6) determines the commutative diagram (A.5.2). 
In conjunction with Example A.l, the following theorem reveals the rigidity of a homotopy 
class of maps of fibre triples. 
PROPOSITION Ah. Let H C G, H’ C G’ be compact Lie groups with G, G’ connected; let ( Jc 
denote either localization at 0 or profinite completion (with respect to some set L of primes) 
followed by localization at 0. If x: (BH), + (BH’), and f3 : (BG), + (BG’), are homotopy classes 
of maps satisfying the condition that P’ 0 x, B 0 T: (BH), +(BG’), are homotopic, then there 
exists a unique homotopy class a: (G/H), +(G’/H’), such that (a, x, B) is a homotopy class of 
maps of fibre triples. 
Proof. The existence of some such a is clear. To prove uniqueness, we show that any Q: 
(G/H), +R(BG’), fitting in a homotopy commutative square 
(G/H), -kWGX 
4 4 
(BH), +@BG’), 
must be homotopically trivial, so that a is unique by Lemma A.4 and Proposition AS. Namely, 
@BG’),+(BG’), is a product of principal fibrations of the form @K(A, 2n))+K(A, 2n) 
(where A equals Q or (gLZp*)@Q), each of which admits a section. Thus, fi(BG’), -+(BG’), 
is a product projection, so that H*(@BG’),, Q)-+ H*(fi(BG’),, Q) is surjective. Since Q is 
determined by the effect of Q* on (odd dimensional) generators of H*(R(BG’),, Q) and since all 
odd dimensional cohomology of (BH)c is trivial, cp is homotopically trivial. 
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